Bone induction in subcutaneous tissue in rats by a newly developed DNA-coated atelocollagen and bone morphogenetic protein.
A unique biomaterial, a mixture of DNA and collagen (DNA/collagen), was developed and its efficacy as a carrier matrix for bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) was evaluated histologically. The material was prepared as a composite of DNA from salmon milt and pepsin-digested type I collagen (atelocollagen) from bovine dermis. Phase-contrast and fluorescence microscopy showed atelocollagen fibres with DNA coating. The dose-response and time-course of bone induction by BMP in DNA/collagen (5 x 10 x 1 mm) in the subcutaneous tissue was investigated in 20 male Wistar rats. The BMP/DNA/collagen induced new bone in a dose-dependent manner (0, 25, 50 or 100 micrograms of BMP). Histological examination in the time-course study showed that the BMP (100 micrograms)/DNA/collagen induced bone formation, while the DNA/collagen alone resulted in the accumulation of fibroblasts. These results indicate that the DNA/collagen is effective as a carrier matrix for BMP. It provides a cell anchorage for differentiation of osteoblasts and is absorbed as bone matures.